Celebrity Baby News: Lance
Bass & Michael Turchin to
Start a Family ‘This Year’

By Carly Horowitz
In celebrity baby news, Lance Bass is ready to start a family
with husband Michael Turchin this year! According to
UsMagazine.com, Bass said, “We have tons of friends who have
gone through the process. We’re interviewing everyone.” The
pair mentioned that it is so nice that they have so much
support. Bass and Turchin had their celebrity wedding in
December 2014 after dating for three years.

There may be a new celebrity baby
for Lance and MIchael this year!
What are some ways to know when the
right time is to have children?
Cupid’s Advice:
Deciding to have children is a big step in your relationship.
How do you know if you are ready? Well, no one is ever fully
ready, but here are some signs that can indicate that you are
prepared enough to jump in to this new exciting experience:
1. You are financially stable: Before having a baby, you need
to make sure you are ready in all aspects, especially

financial. Babies are expensive! If you are at a stable point
in your career and you can care for your baby without having
to worry about finances, then that is amazing.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Khloe Kardashian Is Having
a Girl
2. You have an open mind: When you are a parent, you will make
mistakes. You need to go into this process with a positive
mind and realize that not everything is going to be perfect,
but it is going to always be a great learning experience.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Rachel McAdams Is Pregnant
With Her First Child
3. This is what you truly want: If you are yearning to have a
baby, then you are ready! In the end, if you are passionate
about this, then you will be able to handle whatever comes
your way.
What else can indicate that it is the right time to have a
baby? Comment below!

Hollywood’s Gay Power Couples
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Simon Halls and Matt Bomer
The 'Magic Mike' star married Halls in 2011, a year before the
celeb publicly came out. The Hollywood couple have three sons
together: Kit, Walker, and Henry. Photo: David Gabber / PR
Photos

‘N Sync Alum Lance Bass
Marries Michael Turchin

By Maggie Manfredi
Wedded bliss! According to UsMagazine.com, Lance Bass married

fiance Michael Turchin in L.A. on Saturday, Dec. 20. The pair
tied the knot at the Park Plaza Hotel and had a quick
ceremony. For personal details, you can search the hashtag
“#LanceLovesMichael,” which Bass used to show his excitement
leading up to the big day.
How do you decide how long to make your wedding ceremony?
Cupid’s Advice:
Your wedding ceremony is just that: yours! That being said,
timing is a major decision you have to make when
confirming the details of your big day. Cupid has some factors
to consider:
1. Who will be: Keep in mind the amount of guests when
deciding on the ceremony length. If there are a ton of people
or a very small group, that may change the way you plan
your ceremony. Think about who you want involved with the
ceremony too; if you have one speaker versus three, that’ll
impact the amount of time it takes to say your vows.
Related Link: Elton John and Partner David Furnish Marry in
England
2. Where it is: If it’s a hot August afternoon or a windy
beach day, make sure to take that into account. Having guests
who are uncomfortable — or a bride or groom
is uncomfortable, for that matter! — will spoil the mood.

who

Related Link: Neil Patrick Harris Is Married
3. What traditions you want to include: If you have plans to
do something religious or traditional with your bridal party,
don’t get caught up on time. This is your one opportunity to
have the celebration of love that you want, so do what makes
you happy.
What are some other factors to consider about your wedding

ceremony? Share your thoughts below.

Lance
Bass
Proposes
to
Michael Turchin Again on
Anniversary of Engagement

By Kaley Allard
‘N SYNC alum Lance Bass has this adorable thing down pat!
Bass, 35 proposed to fiance, Michael Turchin on the
anniversary of their first engagement. UsMagazine.com reports
that Bass gave Turchin a gold band complete with black
diamonds this time around, which Turchin then posted on
Instagram with the caption, “Who gets proposed to a second
time on the first anniversary of the first proposal?? This
guy!!!” There is no denying that the couple is adorable, but
it will be even cuter when we finally see them walk down the
aisle – let’s hear the wedding bells!
What are three special ways to declare your love to your
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Deciding to declare your love and propose to the one you love
is a very big decision, one that comes with many things
to consider. You want to make the moment magical and one to

remember, so here are three pieces of advice from Cupid on how
to make the proposal special, not sloppy:
1. Don’t go too big: If you are preparing to propose to your
partner, you may think it best to do so in a very big way.
There are too many videos of an individual proposing at a
stadium or other large gathering and the proposal fails. It
may be that the significant other is not ready, or that the
way the proposal happened made them uncomfortable. Instead
consider something more intimate that involves just the two of
you.
Related: Lance Bass is Engaged to Michael Turchin
2. Be creative: If you are the one proposing, either man or
woman you should still get on your knee, it’s tradition! But
that does not mean that you do not have to be
creative. Consider making the proposal into a scavenger hunt,
or make it a surprise prize at the end of a game. Being
creative does not mean putting the ring in food or drink – no
one wants to put on a dirty engagement ring!
Related: Should a Woman Propose to a Man?
3. Pick a memorable location: Whether it be the place you had
your first kiss, first date or first place you said ‘I love
you.’ Not only will your partner be surprised by this location
he or she will be even more touched that you remembered where
these monumental events occurred.
How have you declared love to your partner? Please share
below!

Celebrity Interview: Lance
Bass
Gives
Relationship
Advice and Says, “It’s All
About Communication in a
Relationship”

Interview by Shannah Henderson.
In our celebrity video interview with *NYSYNC member Lance
Bass at the OK! magazine pre-Grammys party, we chatted with
the singer about his Valentine’s Day plans and best
relationship advice.
Related Link: Lance Bass is Engaged to Michael Turchin

Lance
Bass
on
Celebrity Wedding

His

Upcoming

“We haven’t started planning it yet,” he says of his upcoming
celebrity wedding to fiancé Michael Turchin. “We keep saying
that so we need to start. We are guys. We need to hire a
wedding planner…that is our next step.”
For more celebrity video interviews from CupidsPulse.com,
check out our YouTube channel.

Lance Bass is
Michael Turchin

Engaged

to

By April Littleton
A source confirmed to People that Lance Bass is engaged to
artist Michael Turchin. A week after his reunion with the
other ‘NSYNC bandmates for the VMAs, Bass revealed that he
popped the question to his longtime boyfriend. “He said YES!!
Love this man,” Bass wrote on Instagram Sunday with a photo of
the couple showing off the engagement ring.
How do you know when you’re ready to get married?
Cupid’s Advice:
You know you’re in love, but you’re not sure if you’re ready
to make such a huge commitment to your partner. Marriage is a
big step and it’s not something that should be taken lightly.
If you’re certain that your honey is the one you can’t imagine
spending your life without, Cupid has some tips:
1. Think about what’s important: Before you start planning
your dream wedding, it’s crucial to know if you and your
significant other will match well in the long run. What are
his/her long-term goals? How will the two of you solve any
future issues? Does your sweetie want kids? It’s not a good
idea to enter a marriage without knowing the answers to these
questions. Some of the feedback you get from your partner may

change with time, but for now, you’ll need a general idea of
how compatible the two of you will be once you’ve tied the
knot.
2. Your loved ones approve: You can’t get married to someone
your family and friends don’t love just as much as you do.
Well, you could, but don’t count on a big turnout at your
wedding. Choosing someone to spend the rest of your life with
is a big deal and your loved ones should be included on your
journey to find someone special. After all, your family knows
you better than you know yourself. If they don’t dig your
partner, there might be a reason why.
3. You make each other better: You and your honey are two peas
in a pod and it shows whenever you’re out in public together.
Does your partner give you that little extra incentive to be
better as a person? Are you nicer to others? Has your patience
rubbed off on your boo? Marriage might be in your near future
if the two of you bring out the best in each other.
How did you know when you were ready to get married? Share
your experience below.

